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Here you can find the menu of Bowlzeye in Clovis. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and drinks on the menu.
You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What ASHMIT P likes about Bowlzeye:

I was recently told of this place by a co-worker and I 'm glad for it! The prices are exceptional and the food quality
is fantastic. Their menu isn 't large but where it lacks in diversity it excels in quality and quantity. I 've tried several

dishes, with each being more delightful than the previous.The reason I lower the 'atmosphere ' rating is, it 's a
very small shop. There is a small place to wait for your food... read more. The rooms in the restaurant are

wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather
conditions, you can also sit outside and be served. What Connor Spencer doesn't like about Bowlzeye:

Myself nor my employees will ever be eating here again after our $100+ order was incorrect. Unbelievable. But it
happens....maybe once. This establishment has dropped the ball on more than one occasion on big company
orders and when I try to rectify it the employees never smile about their mistake and the owner doesn't seem

happy with my complaint. What gives ? read more. A visit to Bowlzeye becomes even more rewarding due to the
large diversity of coffee and tea specialties, A catering service offered by the restaurant allows you to eat the

menus at home or at the function. The preparation of the meals is done authentically Asian, Besides, the
inventive blend of different dishes with new and sometimes adventurous ingredients is appreciated by the visitors

- a good case of Asian Fusion.
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�tra�
DIPPING SAUCE

Ric�
SPICY CHICKEN

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

�a� Specialtie�
THAI CHICKEN

Noodl�
RAMEN

Chicke� mai� dishe�
GARLIC CHICKEN

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Ad� - On�
SOUR CREAM

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

TERIYAKI

POTATOES

GARLIC

MINT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -18:00
Tuesday 11:00 -18:00
Wednesday 11:00 -18:00
Thursday 11:00 -18:00
Friday 11:00 -18:00
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